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Summary

• The crisis in health and care

• “Classical” telemonitoring/care/health

• The problem with data mobility

• Coproducing health and care

• Conclusion

ISSUES IN HEALTH AND CARE

Silver Tsunami: Scottish Crisis

Inclusion: Scottish Crisis Finance: Scottish Crisis
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Understanding: Interpretation Crisis

• The test for lupus has a false positive rate of 5%.

• Lupus has a prevalence of 1 in 1000. 

• If you test positive, what are the chances you 
have lupus?

• Most people say that the odds are 95%. 

• Many doctors would also say 95%

• Test 1,000 people for lupus:
– 1 will correctly test positive for lupus

– 50 of them will falsely test positive. 

– The chances are only 1 in 51, less than 2%.

TELECARE/HEALTH

“classical” telemonitoring Scoring scheme

Results

• Patients like the system 

– primarily because it 

gave them privileged 

access to doctors...

• Doctors worried about:

– High false positive rate

– Over diagnosis

– Over treatment

– Too much low quality

• Scoring is de-

personalised

• Contextual factors are 

excluded

• Difficult to prioritize 

patients

• Brittle response even at 

small scale
CURATION
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Data is where the action is…

Use data for new 

purposes

E.g. Mining clinical records as a 

research tool

Combine data to extend 

the scope of research

E.g. ‘Global Science’

Solve hard problems 

with multidisciplinary 

research
E.g. Linking data from separate ‘earth 

systems’ 

Data driven science

‘Fourth pillar’ of scientific method

Data curation

• Managing data so that it is fit 

for its intended uses.

– Can include: data cleaning, 

maintenance, validation, 

storage, management of 

metadata, organisation.

• Examining data curation in 

practice we found:

– Unanticipated complexity

– Unsupported processes

“Data Friction”

• Problems of context

– Provenance and trust (Faniel & Jacobson, 2010; 

Zimmerman, 2007; Jirotka et al, 2006)

– Disentangling data (Berg  & Goreman 1999; Edwards 

2010)

• Problems of mobility (Coopmans, 2006)

– Transport infrastructure

– Data not socially neutral 

Findings

• Data curation is iterative, complex and ongoing, and 

not linear, simple and final

• Solving data problems often relied on re-examining 

original records and curation practices

• Records are complex artefacts that interact in 

complex ways with data curation processes

DATA IN SERVICE DELIVERY

“classical” telemonitoring

CURATIONCURATION

Local Management

Governance etc
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Coproduction

• Attempt to engage service users and families in 
he production of health and care.

• Coproduction telehealth

– [Micro] Can we get users and their families to engage 
in curating individual data streams.

– [Micro] Can we use machine learning on curated 
individual streams to reduce false positives?

– [Meso]Are there good summaries at practice level, 
and good visualisations?

– [Macro]What is useful for governance?

Who are the heroes?

• Can we socialise the process?

CCACE Workshop 203rd February 2014

Conclusion

• New data-driven business models for health and care.

• Difficulties about the distribution of necessary 
expertise

• Can we “democratise” 

– Domain expertise – probably

– Integration and analysis – possibly

– Engineering – no

• Atkinson looks at tools that make analysis more 
accessible to non-experts…

• What does this have to say about science?

Data production and consumption 

separated out as separate activities

Linking together production and use 

contexts


